The Galway Reel for 6
A 1-3/4 x 32 bar reel for 6 people side by side in a line.
Conceived by Trish ni Gobhan, worked out by Terry O'Neal. 2 trios in one line.

(8) **Advance & Turn Back.**

(8) Trios as trios switch places and back with **Slipsides.**

(8) **Arches** within the trios.

(8) **Hey for 6.**

The Ends face in, the Middles of each trio face out turning Right, and the Middles of the whole set turn Right to pass each other's Right shoulder to start the Hey. The set ends up mirrored.

(16) **Circles & Arches** in trios.

(8) **Advance & Turn Back** to end the dance.